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Greetings from the Director

Dear Stanford GSE Community,

Now that I have been in the role of

Director of Leadership Degree Programs

for just over two years, I have decided it

is time to show you what we have been

doing and to share our aspirations for the

future. In this inaugural issue of the

Leadership Degree Programs Newsletter

you will learn about the new cohorts of

students, how the POLS Project has

evolved, alumni post-cards, and an alumni

event coming up in January 2016 that

brings current POLS students and LDP

alumni together for the POLS Challenge. I

hope you enjoy the newsletter and stay

connected.

Sincerely,

Evolution of the POLS Project

The POLS Project is the capstone of the POLS

academic experience. Started in 2009 under then

Faculty Director, Debra Meyerson, and Program

Director, Nereyda Salinas, as an optional POLS

Showcase, it was originally conceived as a way

for students to synthesize what they learned in

their courses and to create a richer, unifying

experience. In 2012-2013, Emi Kuboyama served

as Acting Director and instituted the POLS Talk, a

Ted Talk-style presentation that tested studentsÕ

oral communication skills and facilitated

collaborative engagement with the greater

community. Starting in 2013-2014, we broadened

the scope of the POLS Project to make it field-

based action research informed by relevant

published research. Now when we speak of

ÒPOLS Project sites,Ó weÕre talking about the

http://eepurl.com/b84wl5
http://us12.campaign-archive2.com/home/?u=c6375118cb0df16644773e0e9&id=3f9715dc62
http://us12.campaign-archive2.com/feed?u=c6375118cb0df16644773e0e9&id=3f9715dc62


David

POLS Class of 2016

This yearÕs class is the largest we have seen

in the past few yearsÑ40. They are also more

diverse with nearly 20 percent students of

color and/or first-generation higher education

students. Five students enrolled in the joint

MA/MPP program, now in its third year. The

cohort enthusiastically jumped into our new

full-day orientation in September and they

have been going strong ever since. Their

POLS Project sites (see ÒEvolution of the

POLS ProjectÓ) are starting to fall into place,

ranging from highly diverse high schools to

non-profits working with foster youth to units

within Stanford and other higher education

institutions.

education-focused organizations that POLS

students study and for which they propose action

plans to address current needs. You can see

examples from recent POLS Talks here.

Our emphasis on addressing real-world

challenges through the POLS Project has created

some exciting opportunities. Mike Kirst talked

with David Brazer one day about struggles school

districts were having with the Local Control

Accountability Plan (LCAP), part of the reform of

California education finance initiated by Governor

Jerry Brown. David told Mike that the previous

spring we had a POLS Project that investigated

one large districtÕs work with LCAP and the

challenges they were facing. Mike asked to read

it. He was so impressed that he forwarded it to

the rest of the State Board of Education. This is

an inspiring example of the potential impact of

well-targeted, carefully prepared POLS Projects.

Anthony Medina POLS Project
"Increasing Degree Completion in

Oregon Through the Lens of the Higher
Education Agency"

https://gse-ldp.stanford.edu/pols/academics/project
https://edstream.stanford.edu/Video/Play/44bdc963f0464113a571edd773934f4b1d
https://edstream.stanford.edu/Video/Play/44bdc963f0464113a571edd773934f4b1d
https://edstream.stanford.edu/Video/Play/44bdc963f0464113a571edd773934f4b1d


POLS Challenge

In our search for engaging ways to bring

together current students and alumni, Jessica

Wheeler, MA/MBA class of 2015, suggested

that we borrow from the GSBÕs concept

behind their Executive Challenge. With help

from Shannon Birk Jibaja, POLS 2013, we are

designing an experience in which POLS

students will work in teams to propose a

means to transform education pre-K – 16.

Alumni will serve as coaches to current POLS

teams and as panels that will determine

which teams would get funded and which

not. (Unfortunately, we do not have actual

dollars available.) We look forward to this

event that takes place January 22, 2016 from

8:30 a.m. through lunch. If are an alum and

you are interested in participating, please

complete the questionnaire located here.

J'Shon Lee POLS Project
"LEADing Social Change at Stanford"

ALUMNI POSTCARDS

https://edstream.stanford.edu/Video/Play/e451051fc27f4303ae0cc0061b75d2811d
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